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The light over the stove was giving us trouble not long ago. For a while it only acted up when Lisann tried to                       
turn it on. Every time she asked me to try it, it worked fine. Not long after though, it started giving me trouble                       
too. Sometimes it would turn on. Sometimes it wouldn’t. Sometime it would just flicker dimly. Something was                 
clearly malfunctioning. 
 
I tried toggling the switch. I jiggled it. I tried it both with and without the fan going. You know I gave the whole                        
hood a good whack at one point. That got it to flicker, which was mildly satisfying, but wasn’t the magical fix                     
that would have indulged me a truly smug grin. No. There was something definitely wrong with the stovetop                  
light that clearly required nothing short of a thorough investigation.  
 
First I made sure the lightbulb was fully tightened. I tried to disassemble the switch, but then realized it’s wired                    
somehow, so I’d need to cut the power to it. The breaker panel is a little confusing, but I think I found the right                        
switch. But I wasn’t sure it really was the right one, so to be certain, I’d need to cut the main power for the                        
whole house. I don’t want to get electricuted! If I cut the main, I’d have to make sure no one needed the                      
internet for anything important. Just in case, I should make sure everyone’s devices were charged up.                
Everyone uses their devices at different times, so I’d have to create a schedule to determine the best time to                    
shut the power down. But before I do that, I’d need to find all the charger cables. They’re all different now, you                      
know, and some of them don’t work. I’d check them all and make sure we each had the right charger cable for                      
each of our devices. 
 
Finding the wiring schematic would have been really helpful, except that I don’t know how to read a wiring                   
schematic, so Youtube it is. Do you know how many Youtube videos there are on electrical wiring? A lot! In                    
order to get this done the right way, the best choice would be to cross-reference one video with another. 
 
One afternoon, Lisann said to me, “watch this.” Then she switched on the light over the stove - and saints be                     
praised - it worked! The cooktop was bathed in a beautiful soft white glow. When I asked her what she did, do                      
you know what she said? “I put in a new lightbulb.” 
 
Well... I mean… you could do it that way too, I guess. 
 
Sometimes things don’t need to be too complicated. Sometimes keeping things simple and straightforward is               
the best way to get us to the place we need to be. Of course, the journey to that good place can be so very                         
interesting that some of us like to sightsee along the way. There’s so much to look at and learn. 
 
This might be what we encountered in the Gospel this morning. Jesus is approached by a very knowledgeable                  
fellow - a lawyer. He asks a very good lawyerly question. He asks, “Which commandment in the law is the                    
greatest?" It’s a good question because there are a lot of laws to choose from. Now, most people know about                    
the 10 Commandments, but a careful reading of the ancient texts reveals many things God commanded, most                 
of which didn’t get Hollywood movies made about them. Medieval scholars identified 613 commandments in               
the Torah. There are 248 positive commandments - what we call the “thou shalts,” and 365 negative                 
commandments; what we would call the “thou shalt nots.” That’s a lot of rules to follow. If a lawyer had a                     
question about them, they must have been really confusing for anyone without that kind of education. 
 
In his book, The Year of Living Biblically: One Man's Humble Quest to Follow the Bible as Literally as Possible,                    
author A.J. Jacobs attempts to follow every rule set out in the bible for one year - flawlessly. To prepare for this                      



endeavor, he collected a small tower of Bibles in order to cross-reference the laws he found to make sure he                    
got exactly the right understanding of what was written. There are many translations of the scriptures after all.                  
Spoiler alert: in the end Jacobs concludes that it is simply not possible to follow every single law in the bible.                     
Trying to do such a thing inevitably ends in failure. 
 
The lawyer who questions Jesus, in the part of the Bible we read today, probably already knows this. His                   
question then is more than just a pop quiz. We can infer a deeper theological concern. He might be asking, “If                     
it’s not possible to keep all the commandments, Jesus, tell me which is the most important one, so I can craft                     
my life around that, and come as close as humanly possible to satisfying all the thou shalts and thou shalt                    
nots.” If there’s one law that can cover the maximum ground on this path to a better place, it will allow more                      
space to try to address all the other laws on the journey. The lawyer’s question doesn’t just call for Jesus to                     
enlighten the lawyer on Jesus’ knowledge of the law. It gives all of us critical insight on how we can move with                      
ease and grace on our journeys to the place we need to be. 
 
As it turns out, the place we need to be isn’t as far away or complicated as we might have thought. Margaret                      
Odell, Professor of Religion at St. Olaf College, commented at Working Preacher dot com. She writes, “For                 
Jesus, it is not a matter of picking and choosing among the commandments, but of understanding that the                  
entire Torah bends toward the love of God and neighbor.” While it may seem as though Jesus simply                  
summarizes the law, he’s actually opening up possibilities for even more graceful way for us to keep God’s                  
commands.  
 
Love God and love your neighbour. How many ways can we follow this command? The possibilities are                 
endless. Part of loving God is living fully into all that God created each of us to be. To express all the various                       
gifts God has given us, is how we glorify God. Are you the hopelessly curious type who has to figure out how                      
everything works? Do you have the quiet genius to simply change a lightbulb? Praise be to God! What better                   
way to love God than to put to use all those various abilities God gave us? 
 
Loving our neighbour can also come in many forms. Loving our neighbours is frequently promoted as direct                 
support. But it’s also serving in the background. Not everybody can get out there and feed the hungry where                   
they’re at. Some thrive at managing the complexities of supply chains and logistics to ensure that food and                  
supplies are available for distribution. Sometimes the most effective way to love our neighbours is quietly                
making a difference. 
 
When we think about the things that inspire us, that touch our hearts and give us that generous feeling, that’s                    
the Holy Spirit’s way of pointing us in the direction of loving God and neighbour. Jesus’ response to the                   
question asked today opens up for us limitless ways to live into God’s dream for humanity. Start with love -                    
love of God, and love of the people around us - everything after that bends toward the place we need to be. 
 
Just as there were so many laws to follow in the ancient world, there are so many things that compete for our                      
priorities now. It’s not hard to become confused or overwhelmed with identifying which is the right thing to do.                   
Jesus gives us a beautiful gift in his response today. “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and                      
with all your soul, and with all your mind. And you shall love your neighbour as yourself.” It may appear to be a                       
simplified answer, but actually it opens up a beautifully expansive way forward for God’s people. Follow the                 
promptings of Love in your heart to find the Way to the place we need to be. Sometimes the simpler things can                      
give us that all-important lightbulb moment. And that’s good news. 
 
 


